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1. INTRODUCTION 
In applications requiring geometric measurements, it is necessary to estimate the area (respec- 
tively, volume) of the region represented by a clipped triangle (respectively, tetrahedron). This 
paper gives formulas for the volume of the n-simplices clipped by a half space. Formulas for the 
volume of n-cubes clipped by a half space in R* are given in [l]. 
THEOREM 1 IN [l]. Let a be a vector in Rn whose component ai is nonzero for every i. Let H 
be the half space of R” defined by a. x - c 2 0. Then the volume of [0, lln CT H, 
vol ([o, 11” n H) = c 
%E{O,l)” 
‘-““‘;~; ’ wCx - ‘I+*, 
. . . . a, 
where x+ means max(0, x}, 21, are the vertices of [0, lln, and p(w,) is the number of zeros in the 
coordinates of v,, 
2. STANDARD n-SIMPLEX 
Let T be the standard n-simplex [TJO, . . . , u,], where vo is the zero vector, v1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0), 
212 = (0, l,O, . . . , 0) , and v, = (0, . . . , 0,l). As a set T is 
{ $& cWi I Qi 2 0, c ai = l} . 
It is the convex hull of the points corresponding to the vectors 2ri. 
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The volume of T is defined by 
For details on the area and the volume of general subsets of R”, we refer to [2-41. 
3. HALF SPACE IN Rn 
Any hyperplane in Rn can be defined by a linear equation g(x) = 0, where g(x) = a. n: - c for 
some nonzero vector a E Rn and a constant c. If c = 0, then the hyperplane is a vector subspace 
of Rn. 
The hyperplane U = g-l(O) is an affine subspace of codimension 1, which is a translate of the 
vector subspace orthogonal to the vector a. U divides R” into two parts, g-l(R+) and g-l(R-). 
Let H = g-‘(R+), that is, the set of all points satisfying g(z) > 0. Then H is a half space of R” 
and its boundary is U. 
4. MAIN PROPOSITION 
PROPOSITION 1. Let a be a vector in Rn whose components ai are distinct nonzero numbers. 
Let H be the closed half space of R” defined by g(x) = a . x - c 2 0. Then the volume of the 
standard n-simplex T clipped by H, 
Vol(T n H) = 2 
g(4fn 
i=0 n! Cd4 - dv0)). . MdG~i)). . . Mvi) - g(4) 
=c dVi)” 
v,~H n! (id%) - duo)) . . . (!?(d%%)) . . . (dud - dun)) ’
where x+ means max{O, x} and -means deletion 
REMARK 1. Defining a0 = 0 allows us to write g(wi) = ai - c for i 2 0 and the formula can be 
written as 
2 
(ai - c)+” 
i=~ n! (ai - ao) . . . (azi) . . (ai - a,). 
REMARK 2. The formula holds only for the case where a, # 0 for all i and ai # aj for all i # j, 
since otherwise the formula will have zero denominators. 
For n = 1,2,3, the formula reduces to the formula for the length, the area, and the volume of 
a clipped interval, triangle, and tetrahedron. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let Ts be the standard three-simplex generated by vg = (0, 0, 0), v1 = (1, 0, 0), 
~12 = (O,l, 0), and vs = (O,O, 1). Let H be the half space given by g(x) = alzl +azzz +a323 -c > 0 
with ai # 0 for all i and ai # aj for i # j. Then the volume of Ts clipped by H, 
Vol(T3 n H) = 2 g(G)+3 
i=o 3! fi (S(Q) - g(Wc)) 
Ic=o, k#i 
= _l_ (-4+3 + ( (al - c)+~ 3! -ala2a3 al(al - a2)(al -as> 
(a2 - cl+ 3 3 
+ 
a2(a2 -a3)(a2 - al) 
+ 
(a3 - c)+ 
a3(a3 - al)(a3 - a21 > ’ 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let Tz be the standard two-simplex generated by ve = (O,O), wr = (l,(l), and 
~2 = (0, l), and H the half plane given by g(z) = arzr + ~~22 - c 2 0 with ai # 0 for all i and 
ui#aj fori#j. Then 
Area(T2 “q = ; 
.( 
(-4+2 + (a1 - c)+2 + (a2 - c)+2 . 
(31u2 Ul(Ul - u2) a2(a2 - al) > 
The area of the triangle [Q, ~1,212] clipped by the half space H given by z + 4y > 2, for example, 
equals l/6. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let TI be the interval [os, ~11, where ws = 0 and ?~r = 1, and H be the half line 
given by g(z) = ~1~1 - c 2 0 with al # 0. Then 
Length (Tl n H) = - (-c)+ + (a1 - c)+ 
-a1 a1 . 
PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION. Let he be the characteristic function x[o,~) of the closed half 
line [0, oo), that is, 
ho(x) = 
{ 
0, for z < 0, 
1, for 2 2 0, 
ho is called the Heaviside function. The characteristic function XH of the half space H is the 
composite of g and ho, 
xH(x,=ho(,,,,=ho(&%xi-c). 
We define h, recursively by h,(x) = n ST”, h,_l(t)dt, and it turns out that h,(x) = z+~ 
for n 2 1. The volume of T n H is represented by an iterated integral as follows: 
vol(T n H) = 
I 
XTnH (z) da: = 
R’h I 
T XH(X) dx = 
s 
ho(dxc)) dx 
T 
ho (@xi-c) dxl. . . dx,_ 1 dx,. 
We show, by induction on n,’ 
Il I”,, . , . I’-“,,-...-“’ 
ho ($ uixi-c) dxl... dx,_ldx, 
Forn=l, 
12 
c h,(ai - c) = i=~ n! (ui - a~). . . (Uii) . I . (Ui - a,). 
I 
1 
o ho(ulxl _ c) dxl = hl(“l - 2,- hl(-c) = hl(“o - ‘) + hl(“l’- ‘1. 
(a0 - al) (a1 - ao) 
Substituting ui = xi/(1 - x,) for i = 1,2,. . . , n - 1 and bi = ui( 1 - x,) for i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, 
Jlol-x.. . . Ii-x”-...-” 
ho (@xi-c) dx1...dx,_1 
= (1 - x,)n-l I’ . . ~1-““-1---u2 ho F 
1 
biui + unxn - c) dul . . . dun-1 
TX-1 
= (1 - x,y-1 c 
h,-l(bi + unx, -c) 
i=. (n - l)! (bi - bo) . . . (bTi) . . . (bi - b,-1)’ 
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Substituting back ai(l - 2,) for bi in the above expression and integrating the expression with 
respect to xn, we get 
h,_l(bi + unx, - c) 
(n - l)! (bi - bo). . . (bzi). . . (bi - b,_l) 
dxn 
n-l 1 
ES h,_l(Ui +(a, - i)xn -c) = dxn i=o 0 (n -l)! (ai - ao) . . . (azi) * *. (Ui - c&l) 
n-1 
c 
1 &(a, - c) - h,(Ui - c) 
= 
i__o n (72 - l)! (a, - Ui)(Ui - al)). . . (upT&) . . . (Ui - U,_l) 
R 
fh(Q - 4 = 
c 
i=o n! (Ui - al)). . . (Uii) . . . (Ui - a,) 
Substitution of g(vi)+n for h,(g(wi)) = h,(ui - c) and g(wi) + c for ui gives the formula. 
5. RESULT FOR GENERAL SIMPLICES 
In this section, we give a formula for the volume of the intersection of a half space and a general 
n-simplex S = [ucJ,u~,..., ~~1, where ug is the zero vector and ui are n arbitrary independent 
vectors. 
Let A be the linear transform mapping the standard basis (~1,. . . , v,} of R” into the set 
{Ul,..., u,}. With respect to the standard basis {WI,. . . , v,} of R”, the linear transform A is 
represented by the n x n matrix whose column vectors are Uit, which we also denote by A, that 
is, 
A= [&...,I&]. 
Obviously, A maps the standard n-simplex T = [IQ, ~1,. . . , v,] into the n-simplex S. Any 
nonsingular linear transform maps a hyperplane in R” into a hyperplane and the equation of the 
hyperplane changes under the transform as described by the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let a = (al,. . . , a,) E Rn. Let K be the hyperplane in Rn defined by 
ga(x) = a . x - 1 = UlXl + . . . + unx, - 1 = 0. 
Let the image A(K), a hyperplane in Rn, be represented by 
C&(x) = b . x - 1 = blxl + + -. + bnx, - 1 = 0. 
Then the coefficient vectors a and b are related by a = Atb or b = (At)-‘a. More explicitly, 
uj = uj + b = ujlbl + . . ’ + q,,b,, 
where q = (ujl, . . . ,uj,) for j = 1,. . . ,n. 
PROOF. It is easily proved by rewriting the points Ax on the image A(K) in terms of the original 
standard basis (~1, . . . , w,}. 
Let Hb be the half space defined by b . x 2 1. The clipped n-simplex S n Hb is the image 
of T n H, under the transform A, where H, is defined by a. x 2 1 = (Atb) . x 2 1. The volume 
of S n Hb is the product of the determinant of A and the volume of T n H,. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let S be the n-simplex [ug, ‘1~1,.  . ,un]. Let A be the n x n matrix [u:, . . . , I&]. 
Let b be a nonzero vector in Rn. Suppose the vector a = Atb satisfies ai # 0 for i = 1,. . . , n and 
ai # aj for every i # j. Then the volume of S fl Hb is given by 
IdetA 2 
i=O 
(b ’ Ui - l)+n 
n! (b. (Ui - 210)). . .b.(~Ui)...(b.(Ui-~11))’ 
PROOF. Substitution of b . Ui = ai = a . vi for i = 0, 1, . . . , n into 
n 
c (a. Vi - l)+% 
i=O n!(a. (Vi - Vo))...a .FVi)...(a * (Vi -V,)) 
gives the formula. 
For example, the area of the triangle [VO, 2vl,v2] clipped by H given by 2 + 1/2y 2 1 is 
computed by substituting 1 det Al = 2, b = (1, 1/2)t, uo = (O,O), ~1 = (2,0), and 112 = (0, l), 
which equals l/3. 
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